FDG PET in head and neck cancer.
In our extensive experience with FDG PET imaging in head and neck cancer, we have found the technique to be of high accuracy but of limited usefulness. This seeming paradox arises from several causes. Competing techniques such as CT, MR imaging, and even clinical examination already have good accuracy. In addition, high-resolution studies such as CT and MR imaging provide information required for treatment planning that is unavailable from FDG PET images. The high cost of FDG PET militates against its use in this setting, in which only a small marginal gain can be expected. In the special problem areas in which FDG PET might be expected to offer unique advantages, such as screening for second primary lesions, searching for unknown primary lesions, or differentiating benign salivary rumors from malignant lesions, the results of FDG PET have been disappointedly poor. Of these special problem areas, only the question of accuracy in finding occult primary lesions appears unresolved and in need of further study. The single application in which FDG PET appears to be advantageous is the posttherapy setting. In this setting, the technique is definitely superior to alternative methods of determining tumor recurrence and differentiating posttherapy sequelae such as radiation necrosis from tumor recurrence. We believe that considerable opportunity remains for further research on the use of FDG PET in head and neck cancer. Other agents such as 11C-methionine for example, might improve the diagnostic accuracy of FDG PET in some of the problem areas that we have identified, such as the early postirradiation period. We currently have such a study under way. Also, because FDG PET offers a unique way to measure tumor metabolism, further investigation of the use of FDG PET tracers to evaluate various biologic parameters such as proliferation rates or tumor hypoxia are needed. Such studies could provide a noninvasive technique to identify which fractionation schemes or combinations of therapy might be useful for individual patients. A final caveat is in order. Although our findings of the usefulness (and lack thereof) of FDG PET in head and neck cancer may be disappointing to many, these results should not be generalized to other applications of FDG PET in oncology. Each tumor type and setting presents its own specific problems, and in some instances FDG PET offers unique advantages over other imaging techniques. A good example is the setting of primary lung cancer, in which FDG PET appears clearly superior to all other methods of pretherapy screening [19-20].